MEET YOUR CUSTOMER’S
NEEDS FOR CLEAN
DONUT MIXES
• C
 reate great-tasting, clean donuts with no artificial colors, flavors, preservatives or
sweeteners and without partially hydrogenated oils or high fructose corn syrup
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PRODUCT BENEFITS

ANSWER THE CALL FOR CLEANER OPTIONS
WITH GREAT-TASTING DONUTS
Today’s consumers want
products made with real
ingredients without sacrificing
great taste. Our line of Dawn
Balance™ donut mixes
gives your customers both
- an easy solution to meet
consumer demand for clean
label products with delicious
donuts made from high-quality
ingredients.

BENEFITS
From evolving consumer expectations to
operational mandates for consistency and
quality, you need a mix that can do it all.
Meet Consumer Demand While Increasing Sales
Clean label is more than a trend - it’s here to stay. With 57%
of consumers willing to pay more for no artificial colors, flavors
or preservatives, our mixes mean you’re able to create delicious
donuts that meet consumer expectations while helping to
increase your bakery’s bottom line.
Consistent Mixes, Because No Two Days are the Same
Labor is one of the top business challenges in the bakery**,
Our versatile and consistent mixes ensure you’re running an
efficient donut operation, while improving your customer
service and securing a better bottom line.

*Sources: Food and Business News June 2015, Nielsen AOD, 52 Weeks Ending 2/200/2016, Dawn Proprietary Product Development Research
**2017 Trends in U.S. Retail Bakery Operations and Market Opportunities - Cypress Research
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PRODUCTS AT A GLANCE

COMMITTED TO BAKERY SUCCESS
When you partner with Dawn, you get more than just great products. You get the partnership, expertise and dedication
to help make your bakery a business success. Dawn clean label donut mixes provide the quality and performance you
expect from Dawn while delivering on consumer demand for transparency in the products they purchase.

Cleaner ingredients versus our
standard offerings without sacrificing
taste or performance.

Dawn Balance™ delivers top
performance for your bakery without
compromising taste. Introducing clean
label donuts has never been easier..

BETTER
FOR YOU

68% of global
consumers want
to recognize every
ingredient on the
label and 40% want
their food made with
as few ingredients
as possible.*

*Sources: Food and Business News June 2015, Nielsen AOD, 52 Weeks Ending 2/200/2016, Dawn Proprietary Product Development Research
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DAWN BALANCE™ DONUTS
Our clean label donut mixes were developed from our Dawn Exceptional™ donut mixes, meaning you get
delicious donuts that perform every time.
Category

Item #

Description

Unit
of
Sale

Gross
Cs Wt
(lbs)

Net
Cs Wt
(lbs)

Tie
(Cs)

Tier
(Cs)

Pallet
Count
(Cs)

50.4

50

5

10

50

02394914

DAWN BALANCE VANILLA MIX 50#

BG

02395904

DAWN BALANCE SPICE MIX 50#

BG

50.4

50

5

10

50

02347989

DAWN BALANCE GLUTEN-FREE VANILLA BASE 25#

BG

25.29

25

7

10

70

02388149

DAWN BALANCE MIX 50#

BG

50.4

50

5

10

50

Detailed product information can be found in Product Data Sheets.

WITH DAWN YOU CAN HAVE IT ALL
Deliver even more on consumer demand with our complete line of clean label products.

Creme Cake
Our Bakers Truth™ creme cake suspends
fruit, nuts and other delicious inclusions
consistently, empowering you to create
custom desserts like muffins, loaf cakes,
ring cakes and more. With vanilla and
chocolate varieties available, you can
make traditional treats or use our flavors
as the start of something more.

Brownies
Customers won’t miss a thing with
our Bakers Truth™ brownie mix. Make
rich, fudgy brownies every time - just
add water to create a batter that is
pourable, self-leveling and perfect for
suspending nuts, chocolate chips and
other delicious ingredients.

Bakery Essentials
With everything from a broad selection
of ingredients like flour, sugar and eggs
to bakery supplies like baking pans,
boxes, and more, Dawn is partnering
for growing your bakery.

ESTABLISHED TRUST
For nearly 100 years, customers have counted on Dawn Foods to help them grow their
bakery businesses with the right mix of products, innovations, global perspectives and
inspired bakery expertise. From corner bakeries to leading manufacturers, Dawn Foods
helps customers mark the moments in life that matter.

HAVE MORE QUESTIONS OR WANT INSPIRATION?
Contact us at 1.800.292.1362 or visit DAWNFOODS.COM/DONUTS

